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Totem Poles! By: Pokefenn, ljfa Translocators (2.5.2.81) Translocates stuff! By: ChickenBones Traverse (1.12.2-1.6.0-69) Improving the world with fancy new biomes since 2017. By: BordListian Elevator Mod (1.12.2-1.4.2) OpenBlocks' Elevator Block By: VsnGamer EmberRoot Zoo (1.3.9) Includes many monsters and creatures, with a detailed config
system. By: Tombenpotter, TehNut Harvest (1.12-1.2.7-20) Right click crop harvesting By: TehNut A mods that adds horse powered blocks. Wh... By: Darkhax This is a framework that I mostly use in my own mods, for shared functionality. By: GoblinBob A mod that makes villages more common and spawn in more biomes By: The_WeatherPony,
Pigs_FTW Mob Stages (2.0.13) Allows mob spawning to be gated behind custom progression. By: Darkhax Nutrition (1.12.2-4.3.0) Nutrition is a highly configurable mod to enable the creation of health systems... By: mezz Just Enough Petroleum (0.1) -and petroleum accessories By: BordListian JustEnoughIDs (1.0.3-55) Use the 1.13 chunk format in
1.12 to remove block, item, and biome ID limits. As soon as that is done you can proceed. Those who are unworthy will b... By: Luwin No World Gen 5 You (1.0.6) Allows various structures to be disabled. By: BluSunrize, Damien A.W. Hazard Immersive Petroleum (1.1.9) Adds oil and oil processing features to Immersive Engineering. By: Darkhax Take
full and automated control of your appliances. By: Sangar sev_tweaks_npc (0.0.4) Stuff By: vadis365, Shinoow, Darkosto SevPatches (1.9) Consolidated patches for mods that are EOL used in SevTech: Ages By: RobertDropTable SevTech Ages Server Configs (0.0.1) Configs for Servers. By: Prospector Triumph (3.19.2) A mod for adding custom
advancements By: Blargerist Trumpet Skeleton (1.12-1.0.2.1) The sound of trumpets echoes through the night... Last Updated: June 18, 2021 What do you think it does? By: AtomicBlom, Rorax A mod to make water bottles as thirsty as I am. By: Gory_Moon Hunting Dimension (1.0.42) A dimension with lots of mobs! Watch out!!! By: Darkhax
Immersive Craft (1.12-1.6.0) Immersive Craft By: McJty Immersive Engineering (0.12-98) A tech based mod focused on realism. By: vadis365 Valkyrie Lib (1.12.2-2.0.20.1) Library for all of ValkyrieofNight's Mods By: ValkyrieofNight Airships through the eyes of Viesis! By: Vies Villager Trade Tables (0.6.4) Like loot tables, but for villager trading By:
crazysnailboy Waddles adds somewhat realistic Adélie penguins that waddle By: Girafi Waila (1.8.26) You are using Hwyla, a fork of Waila. By: Aroma1997 AstikorCarts (0.1.2.7) Carts that can be pulled by other entities. By: Aroma1997, Schillaa This is a small Backup mod I created. By: shinoow A mod that handles AbyssalCraft integrations. By:
BlayTheNinth Despawning Spawners (1.12-1.2.0-2) Limiting the amount of spawns a spawner can do in it's lifetime. By: ValkyrieofNight Extended Crafting (1.5.6) Adds some new ways to craft items, as well as extra crafting items and utilities... By: tterrag, Drullkus, minecreatr Cucumber Library (1.1.3) A library of shared code and functionality used
by my mods. By: AlgorithmX2 ArmoreableMobs (1.12.2-1.1.8) Equip mobs harder modded armor By: Buuz135 This is basically a library used by most my other mods. Includes O... By: NicJames2378 Mystical Agriculture (1.7.3) Adds Resource Crops, Armor, Tools, and other fun stuff! By: BlakeBr0 Natura (1.12.2-4.3.2.69) Heyo, Redwood trees! Chop
them all day long! By: mDiyo, Slime Knights Search for a biome and get information about it. By: delvr Stuff A Sock In It (1.1.32) Stops logs from being annoying By: Darkhax Super Sound Muffler: Revived (1.0.2.10) A block that allows you to select which sounds to muffle. By: BlakeBr0 Extra Planets (1.12.2-0.7.0) A Galacticraft Addon. Note: To play
Sevtech Ages you will need at least 6GB of RAM, if you do not meet this minimum requirement maybe a smaller modpack or Vanilla Minecraft is more for you, we recommend 16GB for the best experience. All sent data can be viewed under th... By: Jaredlll08 Cooking for Blockheads (6.5.0) Adds a cooking book and multiblock kitchens that only shows
recipes you can make... By: Darkhax Ores in Geological Systems added to Minecraft, logically! By: oitsjustjose Giant Player Boss (1.12.2-1.1.0) Adds a single giant boss mod By: Lothrazar Gobble Core (1.12-0.1.6.35) Core mod for Turkey's projects and has other various stuff in it By: Turkey2349 Guide-API (1.12-2.1.8-63) Simple mod guide creation. By:
JamiesWhiteShirt Tumbleweed (1.12-0.4.7) Tumbleweeds spawn around dead bushes in deserts. By: BlakeBr0 Mystical Agradditions Compat (1.2) Implements compatibility for Mystical Agradditions tier 6 crops in the Immersive... By: Flaxbeard Immersive Tech (1.3.10) More tech for IE By: FerroO2000 Improved Backpacks (1.12.2-1.5.0.0) Adds
backpacks to your Minecraft world. By: BlayTheNinth LibEx (1.0.8) A library for mods that add expansions, explorations, and experiences to Minecra... By: BlakeBr0 Custom Main Menu (2.0.9.1) Allows you to edit the mainmenu using json By: lumien Items, inventory features, world generation, simple machines, gameplay tweaks, n... By: HellFirePvP,
wiiv Item routers with pluggable modules to define behaviour By: desht MoreOverlays (1.15.1) Adds some overlays from NEI (Mob spawns, Chunk Bounds, Item Search) By: feldim2425 Morpheus is a server-only mod that adds sleep voting to a forge based server. By: Lothrazar, Elucent, CrazyPants Shows information about enchantments on
enchantment books. By: LogicTechCorp, Eleazzaar, Nazenn, Vlakk, AnarchCassius, LapisWhovian, misterslim... By: BloodWorkXGaming Adds various complicated and tedious things that will minimize your need to... By: BordListian Better With Lib (1.12-1.5) Oh no a core mod By: primetoxinz Better With Mods (%VERSION%) Your one-stop shop for
mechanical power and sadism. The feature chest is... By: MJRLegends If you think that Minecraft characters could be more realistic, instead of stead... By: Lothrazar A mod that adds a Deep Storage Unit to hold all the things By: Gigabit101 Small things. MultiMC Install Create a shortcut for MultiMC by right clicking on MultiMC.exe and selecting
Create ShortcutPut the shortcut wherever you want to allow easy access to the MultiMC Minecraft launcher MultiMC Shortcut Setting up MultiMC for Sevtech Ages Run MultiMC.exe – Shortcut and start the setup processSelect your languageSet the memory allocated to Java for Sevtech Ages to run. By: Wes Cook Ocean Floor Classic (1.0.2) The
gravel ocean floor is decorated with clay, sand, and dirt. Su... By: ChickenBones, covers1624 Allows tooltip colour to be configured. By: Lothrazar Coremod for EvilCraft, Integrated Dynamics and others. By: Turkey2349 Explore the world of the dead, along with Dark arts and Lovecraftian horrors. By: ChaosTheDude Minimalistic Functional Unit
Plates for the modern Minecrafter By: Vazkii NetherEx (2.0.8) A Nether expansion, exploration, and experience. By: Team CoFH Refined Storage (1.6.16) An elegant solution to your hoarding problem By: Refined Storage contributors Refined Storage Addons (0.4.5) An addon mod for Refined Storage By: Refined Storage Addons contributors Resource
Loader (1.5.3) Allows mod pack creators / users to add their own custom textures to minecrafts... By: Buuz135 Trinkets to help you better understand your world. By: modmuss50, Gigabit101, Prospector RebornStorage (3.3.4.1) Refined Storage add-on adding multi-block crafters and larger disks By: Gigabit101 Adds structures to worldgen, handles
exporting and importing structures, and pro... By: Angry Pixel The Twilight Forest (3.8.689) An enchanted forest dimension. By: Blargerist, superckl Bonsai Trees (1.1.4-b170) Tiny trees By: Davenonymous Bookshelf is a core/library mod, which adds new features and tools into the game... By: ChickenBones Galacticraft I can't find it (4.0.2.280) It's
Galacticraft By: cheesuscrised galacticraft mod by micdoodle8 (GalacticraftCore-1.12.2-4.0.2.280.jar) vous pouvez voyager dans l'espace dans minecraft By: Le_zomombie Galacticraft Tweaker (1.12.2-1.0.3) A small mod to add CraftTweaker support for Galacticraft By: MJRLegends Adds a universal progression system for other mods to hook into. Ch...
By: Lothrazar, Corail31 SimpleAutoRun (1.2) Simple hotkey for Autorun By: Mysticdrew Simply Arrows (1.0.4) Simply adds arrows. By: BlayTheNinth Clumps xp orbs together . By: Vazkii B.A.S.E (1.12.2-3.13.0) Library Mod for the Team Acronym Coders By: SkySom, Lanse505, Jared, EwyBoy Adding a touch of bling to Minecraft By: Azanor A library
of generic code for my other mods By: bdew Better Advancements (0.1.0) An improvement to the Advancementscreen By: way2muchnoise Better Bedrock (5.1.11) Make the bedrock layer flat By: Karjah Wands that allow placing of multiple blocks at a time By: Portablejim Better Foliage (2.3.1) Leafier leaves and grassier grass By: octarine-noise
(code), Meringue (textures) Better with Addons (0.50-hotfix) Ports of various Better than Wolves addons. By: GenDeathrow PneumaticCraft: Repressurized (1.12.2-0.11.1-361) A port of MineMaarten's PneumaticCraft to Minecraft 1.12+ By: desht, MineMaarten Power Adapters (1.0.9) Allows power to be adapted By: Darkhax, Jaredlll08 Prestige
(1.1.30) Adds a prestige system, which allows progress to carry on beyond worlds. By: shinoow Actually Additions (r149) Do you want Automation? Mojang Library Files Download You are now ready to play Sevtech Ages. By: MennoMax Astral Sorcery (1.12.2-1.10.21) Magic mod that draws power from stars and their constellations By: HellFirePvP,
wiiv Automatically item, block, and model registration for mods. You can find more information on the Hwyla... By: Quetzi A mod that enhances the inventory management by adding various additional functi... By: Darkhax death_compass (0.0.3) A mod to fix something By: vadis365 Default Options (9.2.8) A way for modpacks to ship a default (key)
configuration without having to inclu... By: techbrew, Mysticdrew Just a Few Fish (1.7_for_1.12) Adds a few fish, to go along with the vanilla items! By: Tmtravlr Just A Raft Mod (1.1.2) Adding rafts since 2017 By: Mrbysco, svennieke Simple recipe and item helper. By: MineMaarten InControl (1.12-3.9.16) Be In Control By: McJty Inductive Logistics
(1.3.4) Advanced transport, sorting & storage for items & fluids By: CD4017BE A small reinvention of Minefactory Reloaded. By: artdude543 Mercurius (1.12.2) Basic analytics mod sending data for Forge. Multimc is an open source Minecraft launcher that can be downloaded at . By: shadowfacts Simple Generators (1.12.2-2.0.20.1) Simple Generators
gives you access to several tiers of early game generators. By: KnightMiner A little of this, a little of that, a lot of tinkering, and a lot of tools By: boni, KnightMiner Allows for more control when adjusting the GUI size. By: Ivorius Redstone Flux (2.1.0.6) The Redstone Flux API - the cornerstone of Energy Transfer in modded Minecraft s... By:
ObliviousSpartan Spatial Server Mod (1.3) This mod allows most modded TE's to work in the Spatial Storage from AE2 By: Dj Steve's Carts 2 (2.4.32.137) A carttastic mod adding a near infinite number of carts possible to the game, th... By: EdgarAllen Don't let the grass be between you and your prey! By: Exidex A mod that adds tall fence gates to
the game By: Gory_Moon Just the most awesome lib mod out there! By: Face_of_Cat A mining dimension, or a manifestation of torment? By: boni, progWML6, Alexbegt McJtyLib library for RFTools, Deep Resonance, ... By: SpaceToad, BuildCraft Team BuildCraft Silicon (silicon-7.99.24.1) Extending Minecraft with pipes, auto-crafting, quarries, engines
and much more!... Check out the WickedNinjaGames Minecraft server information here. By: genandnic WanionLib (1.12.2-2.2) Shared Code Library Used by (not)all WanionCane mods! By: WanionCane Water Control Extreme (1.0.2) Finite Water Control By: The_CodedOne Adds water strainers to filter water for common resources. Use the values in
the table below based on your system RAM Total RAM (GB)Min RAM allocation(MB)Max RAM allocation (MB)84096665612409681921640968192Note: There is no need to allocate more than 8192 MB of ram to Java unless using a Shader and Resource Packs MultiMC Java Settings Once you have finished the initial setup click on Add InstanceName
the group you would like the Sevtech Ages Instance to be a part ofSelect Import from zip MultiMC Import Modpack Click on Browse and pick the SevTech+Ages-3.2.1.zip file you downloaded, click on OK. By: vadis365, Kashdeya Mantle (1.3.3.55) Shared code for Slime Knights mods and others. Download Multimc at Unzip the downloaded file to a
destination of your choice Navigate to /Path/Multimc/Multimc.exe for Windows, or install the .tar.gz for Mac/Linux Run the Program Add a profile using your Minecraft Credentials Click "Add Instance" in the upper left corner Click "Import from Zip" Navigate to the latest version of Sevtech Ages here Right click to copy the download link of the client
version of the pack Paste that into the "Local File or link to a direct download" field Let the Pack install, this could take a little while depending on your internet connection Right click on the instance, and select "Edit Instance" Navigate to the Settings Tab, Click on the checkmark next to the Java Tab, and adjust the settings to your liking. Th... By: CJ
Miller (cjm721) Pickle Tweaks (2.1.3) Adds a whole bunch of awesome blocks, items, features, and tweaks! By: BlakeBr0 1 library boi By: Shadows_of_Fire Player API (1.0) Player API gives third party mods managed access to the main player classes By: Forge_User_03353248 Adds a mob that has other players skins. YNot! By: asie Projectile melee
weapons! By: Jozufozu ZenLoot (0.1-1) Full access to Loot Tables from ZenScript By: RobertDropTable ZenStages (0.5.0-null) Advanced CraftTweaker Classes to allow making Staged Modpacks that much easier. By: MJRLegends 3D Digging particles! YAY! By: TominoCZ Farming for Blockheads (3.1.28) Adds a seed market with a search bar and a
scrolling grid. By: Funwayguy, Darkosto OreExcavation Integration (2.3.4) Integrates OE into other mods. By: SpaceToad, BuildCraft Team BuildCraft Transport (transport-7.99.24.1) Extending Minecraft with pipes, auto-crafting, quarries, engines and much more!... By: jaquadro This mod introduces real flowing rivers, with a true current, to your
Minecraft... By: Lothrazar Ore Stages (2.0.37) Allows for blocks to be gated into various progression stages. By: Buuz135 Dimension Stages (2.0.23) Restricts access to dimensions based on stages By: Darkhax Dimensional Control (2.13.0) A mod for dimension configuration By: Blargerist Dung Pipe (1.2) A pragmatic solution to pulling items out of
stubborn machines. By: Unknown SevTweaks (0.4.0-1) Adds tweaks/mod compact when CrT does not support it. By: Shadows_of_Fire TogetherForever (1.12.2-1.0.12-22) A Team API that allows you to sync a bunch of stuff between players By: Buuz135 Totem Poles? By: Darkhax JourneyMap (5.5.4) Real-time mapping in-game or your browser as you
explore. By: Darkhax Some random, hopefully fun, and possibly even useful utilities (Modjam 4) By: masa EnderStorage (2.4.6.137) Stores your stuff in the END! By: ChickenBones, covers1624 Environmental Tech (1.12.2-2.0.20.1) Environmental Tech is a mod containing a vast selection of multiblock machines.... By: Benimatic, AtomicBlom, Drullkus,
Killer_Demon, quadraxis, Tamaized, williewillus The Weirding Gadget (2.1.16) No idea what this does, but stuff happens when I'm not here. By: BlakeBr0 Allows custom progression for items and blocks. files for sevtech Sevtech Ages should download and install MultiMC Modpack Install Once that has completed click Settings and go to JavaYou will
see the memory settings you set earlier and a box for JVM argumentsSet the JVM arguments to the recommended settings below: -version:1.8+ -XX:+UseG1GC -Dsun.rmi.dgc.server.gcInterval=2147483646 -XX:+UnlockExperimentalVMOptions -XX:G1NewSizePercent=20 -XX:G1ReservePercent=20 -XX:MaxGCPauseMillis=50 XX:G1HeapRegionSize=32MNillerMedDild – Setting up the modpack.md (gist.gitgub.com) MultiMC Java Arguments Next click on Accounts in the same window MultiMC Add Account Select AddEnter your Minecraft account details Mojang Account Details MultiMC will download some library files from Mojang. By: TheRandomLabs Ranged Pumps
(0.5) Ranged Pumps is a simple mod that adds a pump that pumps liquids in a range By: Ranged Pumps contributors Renders 3D items flat on the ground and disables auto-pickup By: Funwayguy ReAuth (3.6.0) A Mod to renew your Session By: TechnicianLP Reborn Core (3.19.5) Reborn Core is a library used for many of the Tech Reborn team's
mods, including... By: konwboy Ultimate Car Mod By: Max Henkel uppers (0.0.6) A mod that adds upside-down hoppers. By: Darkhax A small mod that gives your tools XP and awards extra modifiers on levelup By: boni Tinkers' Complement (1.12.2-0.4.3) Addon for Tinkers Construct adding various features to complement those from Tin... Double
click on the Sevtech Ages instance you have just setup to launch Minecraft Minecraft Loading If you have at least 16GB of RAM and want to make your Sevtech Ages experience even better check out our guide to setting up a Shader and Resource Packs here. It also works on cli... By: bre2el Spartan Shields (${file.jarVersion}) Spartan Shields adds a
variety of new shields to Minecraft. By: Jared To the Bat Poles! (1.12.2-1.1.0.1) Sliding down those iron bars By: Seth0067, EnderLanky Control what toasts are enabled, because some of them are useless. By: Runemoro, ZombieHDGaming KleeSlabs (5.4.12) Allows holding shift to only break one half of a double slab. By: Ivorius JMap Staged (2.0.9)
Allows for Journey Map to be gated behind GameStage progression. A cup o' Coffee? By: ProfMobius, TehNut Waila Stages (2.0.23) Allows Waila to be gated behind stages By: Darkhax Jump from wall to wall! Jump near a wall and hold the wall jump key (LSHIFT). By: MrRiegel, Lothrazar Simple Tomb (1.12.2-1.0.0) A very simple gravestone mod
where your drops respawn in a tomb, with a key to l... By: Vazkii, wiiv Quick Leaf Decay (1.2.4) Makes leaf decay faster By: lumien A bunch of miscellaneous patches for Minecraft. Edit Due to the nature of other launchers, Multimc may be the best choice for those who are either on Linux, dislike the Twitch App or would just like the lighter-weight
launchers. By: Darkhax Tinker Stages (2.0.17) Allows custom progression for tinkers construct. By: rubensworks (aka kroeserr), immortaleeb (aka _EeB_) A mod that adds a bunch of new utilities to the game. (I haven't played modded Minecraft for 5 years so bear with me.)Thanks in Advance Installing Sevtech Ages and setting it up ready to play can
be a challenge, In this guide we will take you through installing Minecraft to get yourself up and running on the WickedNinjaGames Minecraft servers. By: lumien RFTools Control (1.12-2.0.2) RFTools Control Addon By: McJty Road Runner (1.0.1) Move faster on Road Blocks that you define in the config! By: Thretcha Rustic (1.1.4) A medieval themed
Minecraft mod based around decoration, exploration, and agricu... By: DreenDex, _Socol_ Mod that allows for mods to add in-game documentation. By: SpaceToad, BuildCraft Team Building Gadgets (2.8.3) Adds some gadgets to help you build! By: Direwolf20 Carry On is a simple mod that improves game interaction by allowing players to p... By:
darkhax, lclc98 BringBedrockBack (1.12.2-0.0.4) Restore bedrock after upgrading BedrockBGone By: JayJay1989BE BuildCraft Builders (builders-7.99.24.1) Extending Minecraft with pipes, auto-crafting, quarries, engines and much more!... By: Tschipp, Purplicious_Cow, cy4n CD4017BE_lib (6.4.17) Large collection of classes needed by my other
mods By: CD4017BE Ceramics (1.12-1.3.7) Adds a few early game items based on baking clay By: KnightMiner Chameleon (4.1.3) Shared code and render support for mods. By: cpw Iron Jetpacks (1.1.0) A fully customizable Forge Energy (FE) based standalone jetpacks mod. By: SpaceToad, BuildCraft Team BuildCraft Factory (factory-7.99.24.1)
Extending Minecraft with pipes, auto-crafting, quarries, engines and much more!... Wireless Transport? By: Jaredlll08 Adds Change logs, info, and bug reporting tab. By: SpaceToad, BuildCraft Team BuildCraft Lib (core-7.99.24.1) Library mod used by buildcraft. This large and e... By: vadis365 PrimalChests (1.0.3) adds more chests By: Jared
PrimalCore (0.6.104) Survival For Everyday By: An Sar Progression Tweaks (1.12.2-0.3.40) Mod to help tweak progression of Minecraft By: Turkey2349 Proportional Destruction Particles (1.12.2-1.2.4) A client-side mod that causes block destruction particles to only spawn in block... By: Ruuubi Greatly expands upon the amount of information
provided by the Waila HUD, along... By: Jimeo Wan, Kobata Adds tiered backpacks and a system of modular upgrades to go with them! By: gr8pefish Iron Chest (7.0.72.847) New chests with larger sizes, with in-place upgrade items. By: GenDeathrow will add various tools for modpack developers By: GenDeathrow, Darkosto Modular Machinery (1.9.5)
A modpack-maker toolset to create custom, massive, unique and complex machines a... They drop random goodies upon d... By: Darkhax Draws all fonts smoothly in any scale and also can use any font in your computer... Controls in conf... By: Jaredlll08 CodeChicken Lib (3.2.3.358) CodeChickenLib is a library of systems to help make various aspects
of minecraft... By: vadis365 Ferdinand's Flowers (1.10.4.1) Adds Beautiful Flowers to Minecraft By: c0_0ry FindMe (1.12.2-1.1.0-8) Searching nearby inventories for you! By: Buuz135 Questionable "performance improvements" that are not in Forge for probably very... Better Machines? By: Darkhax Wild Crops (1.0.1) Grow crops randomly throughout
the world (aka Wild) By: Kormic911 Fixing Wither Skeletons By: Shadows_of_Fire Wopper (1.12-r5) A mod that adds a wooden hopper By: Ellpeck XNet (1.12-1.8.2) Advanced Networking By: McJty Compatibility add-ons for XNet? By: LogicTechCorp Loading Screens (0.3.1) A mod for creating custom loading screens By: Blargerist LootTable support
for CraftTweaker / MineTweaker3 By: DarkhaxDev magma_monsters (0.3.0) A Mod that adds some Magma Monsters. a dark and hostile environment. By: delvr 2 fast boi By: Shadows_of_Fire 1 fast boi By: Shadows_of_Fire fat_cat (0.0.5) I Say Old Bean. By: artdude543 By: jaquadro A mod that adds a item charger By: Gory_Moon Chisel (0.2.1.35)
Adds in tons of fancy blocks for decoration, crafted using the Chisel. T... By: Darkhax mob_grinding_utils (0.3.13) A mod that adds a fun ways to farm mobs By: vadis365 ModTweaker is an addon for CraftTweaker, a recipe manipulator utility for Minecr... Download Required Files To get started installing sevtech ages you will need to download and
install: Downloaded Files Installing Java Uninstall any older versions of Java you may have installedDouble click on the new Java executable you just downloaded and follow the on screen prompts Installing MultiMC for Sevtech Ages Open the MultiMC .zip you downloaded and drag the MultiMC folder to the location where you want to install
Minecraft. (Make sure the memory allotment is higher than 5000) (Make sure you use the latest Java) Exit out and Run Import from Sevtech Curseforge Page Installed Pack, Default uses a flame as an icon I want to run a server off of a home box but have been pulling my hair out trying to figure out how. By: Joseph 'Nuchaz' Sinclair Rituals, spells, and
more! By: WayofTime, TehNut BnBGamingCore (BNBGamingCore-1.12.2-0.12.0.jar) Core Mod containing all ASM for BnBGaming Mods By: bloodnbonesgaming, superckl, Blargerist BNBGamingLib (2.17.6) Shared library between all BNBGaming mods. By: artdude543 Shadowfacts' Forgelin (1.8.2) Kotlin helper library for Forge. By: BlayTheNinth A
Scala API for Minecraft mods. By: YaLTeR MTLib (3.0.6) Library files for Minetweaker Addons By: Jaredlll08 Multiblockstages (1.2.0) GameStages support for MultiBlocks By: SkySom Mundane Redstone (1.1.4) Replacing Vanilla Redstone ore with non-shiny redstone since 2017 By: svennieke, Mrbysco Mystical Agradditions (1.3.2) An addon for
Mystical Agriculture. Its kinda driving me up the wall. By: Darkhax, Jaredlll08 primal_tech (0.3.5) Primal Technology. All it does: Backups. By: rubensworks (aka kroeserr) Inventory Tweaks (1.64dev.151) Tweaks to inventory handling for ease of use, including sorting and automatic re... By: tterrag, Drullkus, minecreatr Chisels & Bits (14.33) a mod
about Sculpting, Decorating and Aesthetics By: AlgorithmX2 Client Tweaks (3.1.11) There, I fixed Minecraft for you. I've got about as far as getting the mod off the twitch launcher. By: Phylogeny Prospectors (1.0.2) Prospectors. By: TamasHenning, LexManos MicdoodleCore (MicdoodleCore-1.12.2-4.0.2.280.jar) Core mod needed for Micdoodle8's
mods By: Micdoodle8 MJRLegendsLib (1.12.2-1.2.0) A library for all of MJRLegends Mods. A simplified version of... By: shinoow, Darkosto The Betweenlands (3.5.10) Introducing The Betweenlands... By: Darkhax Forge Capabilities that can be shared by multiple mods By: rubensworks (aka kroeserr) Compact Machines 3 (1.12.2-3.0.18-b278) It's all so
tiny! By: Davenonymous Construct's Armory (1.12.2-1.2.4) A Tinkers' Construct add-on for those looking to enter the world of armor By: C4 ContentTweaker (1.12.2-4.9.1) Custom Minecraft Objects created from CraftTweaker scripts By: SkySom Gives people more Control of the key binding screen. By: SpaceToad, BuildCraft Team BuildCraft Robotics
(robotics-7.99.24.1) Extending Minecraft with pipes, auto-crafting, quarries, engines and much more!... Used by jaquadro's mods. By: vadis365 Antique Atlas is a book that acts like a map featuring infinite scrolling, zoom... By: Ellpeck Baubles capability for some Actually Additions gadgets! By: Jacky1356400 Freeform Multiblock generators that
produce MJ, RF and EU By: bdew animalium (0.3.8) Some Aggro Beasts originally made for The Invasion Modpack. By: BlayTheNinth Customize your minecraft experience! By: StanHebben, Jaredlll08 CTM (MC1.12.2-0.3.3.22) Allows resource packs to add connected textures, emissive rendering, and much mo... By: modmuss50, Gory_Moon, Vswe
Storage Drawers (5.4.2) Multi-drawer storage blocks for quick storage and retrieval. By: ValkyrieofNight Connect your inventories and manage your items easily. No Recipe Book (1.2.1) Removes the Recipe Book button from the player inventory and crafting table GUI. By: Darkhax, Jaredlll08 Allows players to mine whole veins of ore, cut down whole
trees or any other too... By: Hunternif AppleSkin (1.0.14) Adds various food-related HUD improvements By: squeek Applied Energistics 2 (rv6-stable-7) A Mod about Matter, Energy and using them to conquer the world.. By: McJty Tools and Machines By: aidancbrady, thommy101, thiakil, pupnewfster, dizzyd MekaTweaks (1.0.0-3) Simple mod to add
things to Mekanism. By: the-realest-stu Scannable (1.6.3.24) Scan the area for points of interest. By: BeetoGuy, primetoxinz BetterFps (BetterFps-1.4.8.jar) Performance Improvements By: Guichaguri BiblioCraft adds fancy storage containers including bookcases, armor stands, pot... By: asiekierka Forge Multipart CBE (2.6.1.81) Open source library
for facilitation of multiple functional parts in the one blo...
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